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Iconographic (Jesuit) Rings
in European/Native Exchange1
CAROL I. MASON and KATHLEEN L. EHRHARDT

On a trouvé des bagues iconographiques (bagues jésuites) au cours de fouilles
archéologiques dans le territoire que les Français dénommèrent la Novelle France.
On a fait la supposition que ces bagues datent les sites, d’abord en utilisant leurs
motifs dans un modèle “drift.” Ce modèle n’a pas reussi, et il faut faire attention
à d’autres attributs metallurgiques en même que les motifs.

I

conographic rings have been an archaeological presence on early Native and
colonial sites in parts of North America where French settlement, trade, political
machinations, missionary work, and military operations have taken place. These
rings are simple, appear to be made exclusively of copper-base metal alloys,2 and
decorated with a variety of designs in a variety of ways (Figure 1). Archaeologists
have labored over the rings, focusing primarily on stylistic variation as a device
through which a site could be dated and seriated. A kind of seriation of plaque
designs has been the principal direction efforts have taken so far. In this paper, we
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Figure 1. Examples of iconographic rings: (a) L-Heart, cast/stamped, plain band;
(b) MM cast/stamped, ridged band; (c) IHS, cast/stamped, plain band; (d) initials LI,
die impressed/engraved, plain band); (e) XX (?), die impressed/engraved, ﬁled band;
(f) small, crude heart, “Markman” style, die impressed/engraved, ridged band.
Image 1a (St. Ignace 5810 2 214, sample no. 5, this study) appears with permission of the Michigan State University
Museum; 1b (Riverside site, collection of Randy Champion) used with permission of James R. Paquette; 1c (Newell Fort
NF 1996 54 266120) appears courtesy of the Illinois State Museum; 1d (Rock Island site RI II B5 no. 1, sample no. 18,
this study) appears with permission of Collections of Lawrence University, Appleton, Wis.; 1e (Bell site 47-Wn-9 1028,
sample no. 9, this study) appears with permission of Collections of the University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh; 1f (Goose
Lake site, 20 Mq 140) used with permission of James R. Paquette.
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examine earlier efforts to use ring design for site dating, then turn our attention
to new ways to evaluate them in terms of their manufacture and the religious
and/or secular roles they may have played in French/Native interaction.

Seriation by Design
In an ideal world, a simple seriation of ring designs might provide the key to
when a site was occupied and when it ceased to function as a living settlement.
So far, this has proven surprisingly difficult. The rings themselves fall roughly
into several categories, but they are divided basically into those with raised
designs (Figures 1a–1c) and those with engraved plaques (Figures 1d–1f). The
former include many images that are clearly religious in nature, and some that
are not. Engraved plaques may carry religious symbols as well as representations of letters, numbers, abstract designs, and even what might be described as
“doodles.” The means of applying the designs is a matter of some uncertainty:
“engraved” simply means that the design looks as if it is cut into the metal rather
than being raised above the plaque. However, there are ways that even the rings
described as “engraved” might have been produced by casting. A basic error in
dealing with the engraved style (however it was made) has been the failure to
differentiate the engraved rings of the early seventeenth century from those of
the eighteenth.3 The former occur—apparently—in only three forms on small
plaques: an L-heart, an IHS, and a crude heart ring (Figure 1f).4 Stylistically,
these rings are distinct from the rings of the eighteenth century, which have
larger plaques and must be considered separately.
The most influential and elegant of the early attempts to use the rings for
dating was that of Charles Cleland, whose pioneering paper on style “drift” became the foundation for dating iconographic rings and hence the sites on which
they were found. For decades after its 1972 publication, Cleland’s paper has been
the place where all ring studies began (Figure 2).5 His analysis was based on the
concept of design drift, a technique used fruitfully in European numismatics to
trace the degeneration of coin designs through time—a technique adopted in
colonial archaeology for the analysis of tombstone decoration in New England.6
The basis of design drift is that a plastic medium in the hands of artisans will
exhibit changes as the artisans vary certain elements of the design, slightly shift
others, and gradually alter the image, sometimes simplifying it and sometimes
adding to it. The important enabling factor is the degree of supervision maintained
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over the replication done by the artisans, whether quality control is exercised
or speed is more highly valued. If the latter, eventually the end products may
resemble the originals in only superficial ways, and new interpretations may be
assigned to them by buyers or users as the designs shift.
With regard to the rings, Cleland proposed that three ring designs—IHS,
L-Heart, and Double-M—formed the base from which all other ring designs
degenerated (Figure 2).7 Originally, all three of these designs were considered as
religious in nature, IHS being associated with Jesus, the Double-M with Mary,
and the L-Heart with a then unclear devotional message (see Figures 1a–1c). It
may well be that the religious attribution was prompted by the almost universal
acceptance of an initially close association of the rings with Jesuit missionaries,
and the subsequent deterioration of the designs occurring as more secular ideas
developed in New France.
The three images were all cast in what has been described as a stampedembossed manner (see Figures 1a, 1b, and 1c),8 and it is worthwhile to examine
why these three with that distinct form of decoration were chosen to become the
mother rings for the whole series. From an overview of what ring designs were
known at the time, they were singled out perhaps because they were complete
and identifiable as to design. His so-called “embossed” style was also chosen as
the “earliest” because archaeologists may have tacitly believed that this type of
ring would have been the costliest and most labor-intensive to produce, leaving open the possibility of technological and design “degradation” over time.9
Cleland’s analysis proceeded through a detailed examination of rings whose
designs were close to the original ones, and moved step by step to those with
more and more obscure patterns through the dropping of some elements, the
rearranging of others throughout, searching for bridges that would link one level
of change to another. The organization of these drift progressions was a logical
one, based on a close examination of the designs and an arrangement of them in
some kind of order leading back to the original undrifted designs. On each step
of the progressions, elements were slightly changed until the ultimate designs
could be linked to the original ones. The end result was a series of progressions
linking even the most peculiar and unidentifiable of ring designs to the mother
patterns of IHS, L-Heart, and Double M. Since the alterations of ring styles
were then linked to dates, it was possible for archaeologists to simply plug their
recovered rings into the charts and come up with a date for a site based on the
designs. Additional clues to dating included the shape of the plaques, which was
seen to vary in a more-or-less comprehensible manner.
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Figure 2. Charles Cleland’s (“From Sacred to Profane,” Figure 1) illustration of “style
drift” in the L-heart series. The L-Heart ring pictured in Figure 1a of this paper is the
design style that Cleland uses as his “prototype” for the L-Heart progressions. The
MM and IHS rings (Figures 1b and 1c) are the prototype styles for his MM and IHS
series. Image appears courtesy of Charles E. Cleland and the Society of American
Archaeology.
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This pioneering effort to use iconographic rings for dating historic sites
was both satisfying and elegant, a brilliant attempt to make sense of what was
otherwise both obscure and baffling. And it used ideas that had borne fruit in
other disciplines, an example of the kind of cross-fertilization that is ideally at
the heart of a universal scientific enterprise. Archaeologists used it widely, and
for many years it was the gold standard by which rings were understood and
dated. No one looked closely at whether or not drift was actually “real,” either
by examining the validity of the approach itself, or by asking the essential,
epistemological question of how to determine the timing or direction of “drift.”
The arrangement of disparate forms in order was logical, based on similarities
(and linkages) as seen by the arranger, but whether or not the same or different
“drifts” might do as well was not considered. One of the few instances in which
the drift model was questioned came from work on Huron sites on Christian
Island, where some Hurons fled in 1650 for a relatively short time after the major
destruction of Huron villages by the Iroquois. Archaeologists there noted that
what they had found in the ground violated the drift model, with supposedly
later designs clearly being earlier than the model allowed.10
The unstated assumption behind the drift model was that the rings were
analogous to coins—that is, part of a single pool with a beginning point and an
end within which continuous change occurred through time as prototype designs
evolved. The process was not an active one within which individuals made deliberate choices of what elements to discard and what to keep, but a passive one
where traditional shapes and forms were preserved or altered, reflecting relative
popularity in the society as a whole.11 The rings were all connected, part of the
same cultural gene pool. That the ring designs could have reflected different
origins, different sources of supply, and a disjunct between the earlier and later
groups of rings was not considered. With such a relatively tiny population of
rings present at that time, why should it have been?
With the advent of better-dated collections and a vastly larger number of
rings available for study, problems in the drift model began to emerge. Perhaps
the most difficult issue was that of the prototype designs themselves. These
mother images, cast on tiny, delicate plaques recovered in numbers from such
sites as Lasanen, St. Ignace, and Ft. St. Joseph turned out not to be the earliest
rings of all.12 The rings from Christian Island joined to others from Huronia
became too loud a voice to be ignored. Given their status as a kind of horizon
marker on sites of the late seventeenth century, the prototype rings could not be
the stylistic ancestors for a sequence that ultimately and almost instantaneously
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evolved into the wildly “drifted” designs of the eighteenth century.13 The recovery
of hundreds of the prototype rings from La Salle’s ship Belle, with its 1686 date,
sealed their position in time and removed them from being the temporal head
of the sequence: they were not early enough to be responsible for the changes
that occurred in the ring universe once the eighteenth century arrived.

Formulating Alternate Hypotheses
Developing alternate hypotheses about the significance of ring designs requires
that they be treated as any other trade object, not representing a unilineal
descent from platonic forebears. If the concept of drift is discarded, then ring
forms and designs can be treated like beads: i.e., described and dated from their
occurrence in well-dated contexts. What emerges is a considerably less elegant
picture of iconographic rings. They may be able to provide dates,14 but they
may not be, particularly when they occur on sites where more than one pool of
origin of the rings is present. Discarding drift also opens the way for alternate
interpretations of the designs, since they are no longer necessarily tied to the
original prototypic rings and do not have to represent deteriorations, but may
have meanings in their own right.
Exactly what the ring designs may be indicating is still a matter of debate, and
there is still too little known about them. However, setting aside the obviously
religious symbols, other meanings for several of the designs—even on some of
the earliest rings—have been found to relate directly to a robust European secular
iconographic tradition that communicated (often in a coded way) romantic attachments, engagements, good luck, protection from disease, political affiliations,
promises of marriage, and other events or sentiments in ordinary people’s lives.15
Any one ring design may have meanings that will forever escape an observer,
since the interpretations must of necessity reside with the long-gone wearers; a
symbol that looks as if it might be one thing may also be another.

New Approaches to Origins and Meaning
One new avenue of inquiry involves exploring the contexts surrounding the rings’
original manufacture, an area of ring research that, according to Cleland, has been
neglected.16 This can be approached from a technological and archaeometallurgical
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perspective. Understanding and comparing how various types of rings are fabricated, the range of ways in which decoration is applied, and of what alloys they
are actually made, should allow us to establish potentially important relationships
among ring manufacture, decoration, and material content on the one hand,
and styles, chronology, distribution, and use, on the other.
A pilot archaeometallurgical investigation was conducted on a sample of 25
rings of various “styles” from five seventeenth- and eighteenth-century sites in
the northeast and western Great Lakes (Table 1; Appendix A). The study employed a number of materials-based archaeometric techniques to determine the
method or methods of their manufacture and their compositions. Low-power
microscopy and metallography17 were used to shed light on method of manufacture and manufacturing history. Radiography (film x-rays)18 was employed
to provide further details of ring manufacture, and energy-dispersive x-ray
fluorescence (EDXRF)19 was used to determine, on a gross level, of what alloys
they were made.

How Rings Were Made

Both radiographic and optical examination have produced much important
information about how the rings were actually manufactured. The results of the
x-ray analysis demonstrate that the rings themselves were all cast as one piece.
By this we mean that the final ring shape was achieved in the initial casting
(called “ready-cast”); no post-casting forming or soldering or joining of seams
is evidenced. A few rings exhibited casting voids, or areas not filled with metal
during the casting process, on their bands or plaques, but overall, the quality
of the castings was good.
Close optical examination indicates that many of the rings may have been cast
in permanent, multiple-piece molds. This type of mold was reusable, allowing
for the creation of identical rings. Rings could also have been cast in multiples
in a tree-like mold using the lost-wax method. While this type of mold had to
be destroyed in order to release the castings, this method allows for a variety of
sizes and shapes to be created in one casting pour. In either case, after the metal
cooled, casting spurs or scabs were filed off the castings. Filing marks are often
still readily visible, most often on the reverse of the plaques.
Plaque decoration was either achieved as part of the initial casting process or
applied afterwards to a blank plaque by stamping or punching with a die, and/or
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Table 1. Ring Data Set
site

location

ethnic
affiliation

Iliniwek Village

Clark County, Mo.

Illinois

Strickler

Lancaster County, Pa.

Susquehannock

Bell

Winnebago County, Wis.

Fox

1680–1730

8

Rock Island

Door Peninsula, Wis.

Potawatomi

1670–1730

6

Ottawa

1760–1770

St. Ignace

Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.

Huron

~1672–1698

total

dates of
occupation

rings
n=

~1640–1682

1

~1640s–1665

4

6
25

by engraving (see Figure 1).20 The decorations on some rings were executed using
a combination of both engraving and punching techniques. Hand engraving and
punching tools and the manner of their application remain very much the same
today as they were in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
One already broken, engraved ring with a small heart-shaped plaque (Bell
47-Wn-1632) was tested metallographically to confirm the method of initial
manufacture. The micrographic cross-sections of the plaque and band show
that the ring is only lightly to moderately corroded. Importantly, they also reveal
a dendritic structure typical of casting, with zones of grain distortion noted in
areas of the plaque where the ring was originally broken and in areas where it
was engraved.

Ring Composition

From their general yellowish color, rings are most commonly adjudged to be
made of brass, a common copper-zinc alloy, but they also have been identified
as silver, silver alloy, white metal, or pewter.21 Compositional testing by energydispersive x-ray fluorescence (EDXRF) spectrometry reveals that all of the
rings tested are indeed fabricated of copper alloy materials (see Appendix A).22
However, the actual results are quite interesting (Figure 3). First, no ring was
made of pure or unalloyed copper. All were found to contain some amount of
zinc. However, no ring was a straightforward 70-30 copper/zinc “cartridge” or
“yellow” brass, as we commonly think of high-zinc brass. None contains that
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lead

legend
● low-zinc brass
● zinc-rich gunmetal
● tin-rich gunmetal

zinc

tin

Figure 3. Ternary diagram showing the relative proportions of the three major
alloying elements present in the ring compositions. This diagram uses data from
the EDXRF analysis, and is for illustrative purposes only. The closer a point is to a
corner, the higher the amount of that element present (see Heyworth, “Metallurgical
Analysis,” note 26).

much zinc. Rather, two of the rings fall into a category commonly known as
“low-zinc” brass because they contain less than 20 percent zinc (14.8 percent and
18.83 percent respectively). One of these may be termed a “red” brass due to the
fact that it contains less than 15 percent zinc. Both of these objects also contain
a small amount of lead (0.4 percent and 1.58 percent respectively). Interestingly,
both of these rings are of the cast/stamped variety.
The compositions of the remaining 23 rings fall into a broad compositional
category of casting alloy known as gunmetal. Gunmetal is a copper-base metal
alloy containing varying amounts of zinc, tin, and lead, all of which were known
to have been alloyed with copper from at least Roman times.23 The addition of
zinc gives copper a golden color. The amount of zinc in these samples varies
from 4.75 percent to almost 20 percent. Tin is added to increase strength and
hardness, but it also lightens the color of the finished piece. In this sample, tin
occurs in proportions as low as 2 percent and as high as 20.5 percent. Tin contents
of 10–16 percent were not uncommon in the sample, and in 11 cases, it exceeds
the zinc content. As Justine Bayley has suggested for gunmetals, the zinc and
tin in this sample occur in an inversely proportional relationship; 12 rings may
be considered to be zinc-rich gunmetals, while the remaining 11 are tin-rich.24
The presence of iron in these alloys, particularly in the tin-rich gunmetals (at or
exceeding 3 percent in seven of the eleven examples) is as yet unexplained.
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Lead was commonly used to improve the pourability and castability of
copper-base metals. The more lead an artifact contains, the more likely it is to
have been cast, rather than worked. Objects containing more than 4 percent
lead are considered leaded.25 Neither low-zinc brass ring falls into the leaded
category, while 21 of the 23 gunmetal rings may be considered leaded.
As a common “utilitarian” copper alloy material, along with brass, gunmetal
was used frequently in medieval Europe for the manufacture of everyday dress
accessories (buckles, fittings, studs, eyelets, etc.) and jewelry (brooches).26 While
the “formula” for the alloy from which so many of these rings were made may
seem complex, it makes perfect sense if one’s intention is to achieve an attractive
and affordable workaday material that is strong, nonductile, durable, castable,
corrosion-resistant, yet lustrous, variably hued, and easy to decorate.
What, if anything, do the compositional results reveal about potential associations between their material makeup and method of ring manufacture, form,
design, method of design application, meaning, and/or source? Notably, both of
the rings that fell into the low-zinc brass category were cast/stamped and carried
ecclesiastical motifs. Both had oval plaques and plain bands. However, rings of
all decorative types, including stamped/cast, die-impressed, and engraved varieties, with both ridged and plain bands, and carrying ecclesiastical and secular
motifs, also fell into the gunmetal category. Given this clear overlap in results
and our small sample size, it is much too early in this research to draw any kinds
of meaningful conclusions about the relationships among these variables. While
the variation in materials may ultimately prove to have some further significance,
right now we can only say that it may simply mean that the low-zinc brass rings
came from (1) a different foundry, (2) a particular “pour,” or (3) a particular
batch that was commissioned to be made from a certain “recipe” to obtain a
specific color or level of quality.
Another revealing consideration is that these rings, which were undoubtedly decorated in a local folk style whose iconography and meanings were well
understood by local French wearers, are clearly not made of the same metals as
many of their counterparts that now reside in museums, nor are they executed
in such finely finished ways. As a point of contrast, many curated examples of
French and British bagues à foi not only show a high level of craftsmanship but
also reveal that they were frequently manufactured of precious metals—gold,
and more often silver—and were sometimes inlaid with precious stones.27
Copper-base metal specimens are infrequent. This is not to say, however, that
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all or even most of the rings of this type made for consumption in France were
manufactured by goldsmiths of precious metals. Indeed, museum specimens may
form a distinct minority. As an expert on French jewelry, Claudette Joannis, has
said, “For two hundred years, these rings remained in favor with princesses as
with peasants.”28 Various styles (often linked to particular regions) are known
to have been widely available to all as tokens, souvenirs, keepsakes, or objects of
religious and/or secular sentiment. Religious pilgrimage sites were prime locales
for the local sale of cheaply manufactured rings carrying religious iconography.
IHS, the Virgin Mary, and the Crucifixion were common motifs.
We can now say with confidence that it is these less expensive, “massproduced,” and often crudely decorated rings made of everyday-use alloys that
were destined for export to New France. What is not yet clear are the reasons
for, and the circumstances surrounding, selection of these particular objects.
Had trading agents, merchants, and purveyors, even representatives of the Jesuit
order, ingeniously managed to co-opt a locally familiar and aesthetically pleasing group of items carrying suitable motifs that were already being produced
cheaply in their own country for their own uses on the other side of the Atlantic?
French suppliers and those who ultimately distributed them would have thought
of these rings as nothing more than “pacotille,”29 while Jesuits may well have
viewed them as cheap but potentially useful devices for communicating aspects
of the faith. Further, did these “trinket” rings, manufactured in Paris or closer
to LaRochelle (likely their point of export), handily fit the needs and desires of
multiple players (Europeans and Natives) on both ends of the quickly evolving
world of European/Native interaction and intercultural communication?

Discussion
One of the more difficult things to see in the overall culture-contact situation
in New France is exactly what the rings were for and how they were used in
interactions between Native peoples and Frenchmen. Early on, the rings were
interpreted as somehow associated with religious conversion, being given out
to converts as a kind of reward for learning prayers and professing adherence
to Christian doctrine.30 As such, they were interpreted as “valuables” in the
eyes of Native peoples in a religious context, rather than being merely baubles
handed out with other more useful things (such as awls or knives, for example)
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as part of a stream of gifts given to people by the French to smooth their way
and induce reciprocity. Perhaps the earliest mentions of rings (variety unknown)
being given out to Indians in New France come from Jacques Cartier, who was
throwing them out to children and offering them specifically to women.31 In either
case, they do not seem to have been highly valued—not, at least, by Cartier, and
perhaps not by those who received them. “Trifles” given to women and children
were not of the same order as gifts given to those perceived to have real power
and influence, i.e., men.
So far, it is impossible to know how often people of power and influence
actually received or wore rings; when rings have been recovered in some sort
of context, usually burials, they have often been on strings around the necks of
children, in bags, or sometimes on the hands of adults. The interesting thing
about the recovery of rings on hands is that the rings occur in numbers, far too
many to have been comfortable as jewelry. Could they have been things given
to the family of the dead, placed ostentatiously or kindly on the hands of the
departed as part of the burial ritual, and not truly valued enough to want to keep
among the living? This disposal of rings is entirely speculation, but Walthall’s
perceptive comment on the absence of rings as common jewelry among the
living is pertinent.32 Another possible use for rings might be in gaming—many
of the rings recovered from the Bell site lack bands, too many to suppose the
broken bands to have been accidental. It is possible that the plaques could have
been part of simple gambling games where designs on one side and not the other
could have functioned as pieces. Direct archaeological information on actual
uses for the rings is relatively scanty since—except for their inclusion in some
burials—most rings have been recovered as surface finds, randomly distributed
in site fills, or recovered by collectors with metal detectors. Until uses for rings
in Native societies can be teased out of an ethnohistorical record not remotely
interested in recording them, all functions for them must remain speculative.

Conclusion
In the final analysis, then, the ring designs themselves may not be as important
or informative as once thought for doing the essential archaeological business
of establishing a timeline for their distribution. In this context, an idealized
seriation of designs, or a minute identification of the symbols expressed on the
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plaques may be a useful exercise and certainly an interesting one, but neither
can reveal what archaeologists most need to know: whether indeed the rings
can be used as chronological indicators.33 Once the rings can be set in time,
what roles they played and meanings they assumed within the context of New
World interaction of Native peoples with newcomers and with each other can
be considered. Except in the gross sense of being generally associated with one
particular form of decoration or one particular form of manufacture, plaque
designs are essentially irrelevant to the major archaeological end of chronological placement. A ring with the stamped, embossed image of St. Francis is
simply a ring with a stamped-embossed image; whether it is St. Francis or Louis
XIV or Mary Magdalene does not matter at this point. A ring with one kind
of engraved design is a ring with that kind of engraved design, whether it is an
L-Heart or an IHS. It is the way the design was applied that is significant for
the beginning of analysis.
These rings still have a significant amount to teach us, and we are far from
knowing even part of what is clearly a complex story. Further investigations into
the rings’ connections with the Old World through (1) technological studies of
their original manufacture and a search for their sources, and (2) historical explorations into their meanings as love and friendship rings in rural France will be
revealing as the rings become set into a larger historical context. How they were
used, how they changed in meaning and function as they moved into the new
universe created by contact is a whole new direction of study. Further systematic
reevaluation of their appearances and associations in New World foreign and
Native contexts should reveal much that we have been missing about these rings
and the changing roles they played in both French and Native lives.
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Appendix A. Iconographic Rings Compositional Results by EDXRF1

ref no.

artifact no.

site

design

band dec

design
application

Low-zinc brasses


..

St. Ignace

L-Heart

plain

c/s



...

St. Ignace

Jesus

plain

c/s

bezel

plain

n/a

High-zinc (zinc-rich) gunmetals


....

St. Ignace



...

St. Ignace

St. Francis

plain

c/s



-- B

Bell

A-heart

plain

di



JR

Iliniwek Vil

IHS

ridged

di/e



GF-

Strickler

IHS

ridged

di/e



RI II B No. 

Rock Island

heart/crown

plain

di



RI II E B

Rock Island

scroll

plain

di/e



RI II B No.

Rock Island

LI

plain

di



-Wn- 

Bell

sun

plain

di/e



RI II Tr B No.

Rock Island

XX

plain

di



...

St. Ignace

St. Francis

plain

c/s



RI II Tr B No.

Rock Island

IA

plain

di/e

High-tin (tin-rich) gunmetals


-- B

Bell

fish?

plain

e



GF-

Strickler

IHS

ridged

di



-- B

Bell

XX

plain

di



-Wn- 

Bell

fish?

plain

di/e



-Wn- 

Bell

Fern

plain

di/e



RI II H B

Rock Island

XX

plain

e



-Wn- B

Bell

star

plain/filed

e



-Wn- 

Bell

XX

plain/filed

di/e



GF-

Strickler

mirror hearts

ridged

di/e



S

Strickler

L-Heart

ridged

di/e



MD- E

St. Ignace

IHS

plain/filed

e

. Results of the six most frequently occurring constitutents are included here; however, nickel, cobalt, manganese, vanadium, and bismuth
were also incidentally detected in some rings. Results are expressed in percentage concentration.
. Indicates those rings tested with TN Spectrace machine (see note )
. key: c/s = cast/stamped; di = die impressed only; e = engraved only; di/e = die impressed and engraved; n/a = not applicable
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.
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.
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Sn

Pb

Fe
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.
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Ti

condition
when tested

cleaned
.

cleaned
cleaned

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

cleaned
partially cleaned

.

.

.

.

.

.

not cleaned

.

.

.

.

.

.

not cleaned

.

.

.

.

.

.

partially cleaned

.

.

.

.

.

.

not cleaned

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

not cleaned

partially cleaned

.

.

.

.

.

.

not cleaned

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

not cleaned

.

.

.

.

.

.

not cleaned

.

.

.

.

.

.

not cleaned

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.
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